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All in one PC based Recording & Monitoring Software

■ Compatible with BB/BL series and WV series H.264 cameras
- Support image compression of H.264 of BB/BL and WV series as well as MPEG-4 and JPEG,
- Support the resolutions from 120x160 (BB/BL series) to 2048x1536 (WV-NP502/NW502S)

■ Various Recording modes and functions
- Support various types of alarm triggered recordings
- Timer recordings with preset position

■ Multi-screen Monitoring with easy operation
- Flexible layout
- Auto Scan Display with multi-screen

■ Scheduled control
- Preset sequence
- Color night view

■ Remote access through the Internet  
- Server / thin client configuration as well as stand alone server configuration
- No additional BB-HNP17 license required for clients

■ Easy Setup and Operation
- Recording Setup, Logging
■ Multi language support (by BB-HNP17CE)

- English, Spanish, German, Italian, Japanese
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All the resolutions of H.264 as well as MPEG-4 and JPEG are supported.

Compatible with BB/BL series and  WV series cameras

■ Newly support WV series H.264 cameras

Supported WV series Cameras

【Supported WV series Cameras】
WV-NP502/NW502S
WV-SP100/SP300/SF330 series, WV-SC385, WV-SW395
New models will be continuously supported when they are available.
【Compression & Resolution】
M-JPEG： 2048x1536, 1920x1080, 1280x960, 1280x720, 800x600, 

640x480, 640x360, 320x240, 320x180
H.264： 1920x1080, 1280x960, 1280x720, 800x600, 640x480, 640x360, 

320x240, 320x180
MPEG-4： 640x480, 320x240

WV-NP502 WV-NW502S WV-SP102/105 WV-SP302/305/306

WV-SF332/335/336
WV-SC385 WV-SW395
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Compatible with BB/BL series and  WV series cameras

■ Compatible with all compression and resolutions supported by
HCM7xx and BL-C2xx series cameras

【Support Camera】 ALL BB/BL camera series
BB-HCM715/735, 701/705
BB-HCM581/580, 547/527, 531/511, HCM3xx/4xx, HCE481
BL-C210/230, C111/131, C101/121, C140/160, and C10/30, C1/20
BB-HCS301A, 280A, 110A (US only)
【Compression & Resolution】

M-JPEG： 1280x1024, 1280x960,  640x480, 320x240, 192x144, 160x120
H.264： 1280x960, 640x480, 320x240
MPEG-4： 1280x960, 640x480, 320x240, 192x144

BB-HCM715 BB-HCM735 BB-HCM705 BB-HCM701 BL-C210 BL-C230

H.264 SXVGA as well as MPEG-4 and JPEG for HCM7xx series are supported.
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Various Recording modes and functions
Several recording methods are available and easily set.
■ Continuous Recordings
■ Event Recordings : Motion, Alarm, Sensor, Sound and Shock triggered recordings.

Continuous Recordings Event Recordings

Manual control of stop or start
Recording for the selected camera

Up to 10 schedules 
(Timers) can be set per 
camera.
In this case, three timers 
are set.

Click here to pop up 
the left figure
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Various Recording modes and functions
■ Timer recording*
■ All the recording methods can be scheduled on the time list to specify start and stop time.
■ Start and stop time on day of the week or daily is set.
* There is another recording mode of “Manual recording” in addition to the timer recording. 

Specify stop or start for this schedule

A : [Add] (Timer) Button

B : Clicking [Add] (Timer), 
a [New Timer] item is added.

C : The settings page for the selected 
timer is displayed. 

Selection of daily or specifying days)  
of the week for recording.

Specifying start time and stop time.

Selection of recording types 
(Continuous or Event) and specifying 
a detection method for event recording.

A

C

B

Timer Name

Setting up Timer
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These event recordings are supported for WV series cameras as well as BB/BL series 
cameras.

Various Recording modes and functions

Note: All event recordings are supported only for JPEG format recordings.

■ Event recordings by Motion detection and External alarm to a camera.

Motion detection

Detect Motions*

BB-HNP17

Recording

*This is not VMD done by the camera.
The motion detection is done by BB-HNP17.

External Alarm

External 
alarm signal 
to a camera
(Alarm1 or Alarm2)

Popup Image at detecting the event.
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Support new sensor (Sound and Shock detection) of BB-HCM701/705 and 715/735
for trigger recording, as the same as current sensor (Motion and Sensor) 

■ Event recordings by Sound, Shock and camera Sensor detection.

Various Recording modes and functions

Note: All event recordings are supported only for JPEG format recording.
Motion detection

External Alarm

Sound Detection

Shock Detection

crashing noise

Detect voice or sound

BB-HNP17

Recording
Detect shock and impact to camera

Impact

Detect Motions

External 
alarm signal 
to a camera

Sensor Detection

Popup Image at detecting the event.
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■ Scheduled preset position recording

Various Recording modes and functions

Combination with continuous recording and scheduled preset sequence

BB-HNP17
Recording

Preset position-1
0:00 - 5:00

Preset position-2
5:00 - 10:00

Preset position-3
10:00 - 18:00

Preset position-4
18:00 - 20:00 

Preset position-5
20:00 - 0:00 

Note: This function is supported by the cameras that support preset sequence.
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Multi-screen Monitoring with easy operation
Flexible layout change and easy operation of Live display by a mouse

Layout change can be done just by dragging a mouse.

Selection of single or multi-screen pattern.

Full screen Display 
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■ Scheduled control (Preset sequence/Color night view mode)
Scheduled control

BB-HNP17

[Preset sequence*]
Live monitor or recording during routine patrol (preset position)
Minimum 5 seconds for each preset position. (The number of movement a day is limited)

*Only for the cameras supporting preset sequence.

[Color night View mode**]
Scheduling enabled period within a day
**Available only for the cameras supporting color night view mode of BB series cameras.

Move to next preset position 
after defined duration

5sec - 60min

Control

5sec - 60min

5sec - 60min

5sec - 60min

5sec - 60min

Preset position duration

Start and end time of the preset sequence
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■ Server / Thin client configuration is possible as well as stand alone server.

Remote access by WEB browser.
No proprietary client software is required
No additional license is required.*

Remote Access through the Internet

Three kind of login level can be defined
- Administrator level (Accessible all function)
- User-1 (live monitor and  playback)
- User-2 (live monitor)

Internet

Operate BB-HNP17 in server remotely

HNP17 in ServerRemote Client

1. - Define remote access port, user ID/PW.
- Configure network to be accessed from 

Internet (Port forwarding)

2. - Access server by Internet Explorer.
- Login with ID/PW.

Operate BB-HNP17 in server remotely
- Monitoring live camera image
- Playback, configuring recording
- Download recorded data
- Analyze log data

* The additional license of H.264 and MPEG-4 is required to the remote client PC.
** This restriction is applied only to WV series cameras that are connected to BB-HNP17 over

the Internet.  (See Appendix for  the details.)

Only JPEG**

H.264, MPEG-4,JPEG
H.264, MPEG-4,JPEG format
data that are being recorded.
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■ Improved GUI

Easy Setup and Operation

Simplified screen with new designed icons

Monitoring screen

Play back screen

Tool Tip is shown by pointing mouse cursor.

Time line.

Switch Live screen and Playback screen by one click

Click the button to search recorded ima

Single or Multi-screen playback (4 screens) 
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■ Quick setup for recording for a camera

Easy Setup and Operation

Click this button, then click
Image settings.

All the parameters of a 
camera for the recording 
can be set.
- Data format, 
- with/without Audio, 
- Resolution
- Frame rate
- Required disk capacity is 
also calculated.
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Easy Setup and Operation
■ Motion detection setup example

*Motion detection is not performed during pan/tilt or zoom operations. For WV series network cameras, motion detection 
will be performed even when operating Pan/Tilt.

Event Pre recording duration

Event Post recording duration

Pop up alarm image

Multiple detection disable areas can be set
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■ Checking camera connection and recording connection log

Analyze connection error log

Camera connection and past recording events are easily shown by operation support menu.

Display event with cause and remedy

Easy Setup and Operation

Log is searched by click the
Execute button.
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Motion detection

External Alarm

Sound Detection

Shock Detection

crashing noise

Detect voice or sound

BB-HNP17

Recording
Detect shock and impact to camera

Impact

Detect Motions

External 
alarm signal 
to a camera

Sensor Detection

e-mail notification triggered by alarm

＠

When detecting motion, Alarm, Sound, Sensor or Shock, e-mail can be sent with a JPEG 
image file.

■ e-mail Notification at alarm detection

Easy Setup and Operation
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SXGA(1280x1024 pixels) or more, True color 24 bits or moreSXGA(1280x1024 pixels) or more, True color 24 bits or more

100/1000 Mbps Network Interface Card100/1000 Mbps Network Interface Card

1GB or more (2GB or more is recommended.)1GB or more (2GB or more is recommended.)

OSOS

CPUCPU

MemoryMemory

DisplayDisplay

Network Network 

Microsoft® Windows Vista®
Microsoft® Windows® XP
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003
Microsoft Windows® 7 (32bits, 64 bits)
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008*
* Windows Media Player must be installed to view recorded images.

Intel® Core®2 Duo  2.66 GHz or faster
Intel® Core®2 Quad Q9650 or faster. (When H.264 compression images are used.) 

English, Spanish, German, Italian (BB-HNP17CE),  English (BB-HNP17A)English, Spanish, German, Italian (BB-HNP17CE),  English (BB-HNP17A)OS LanguageOS Language

Required PC Environment

Internet Explorer® 6/7/8Internet Explorer® 6/7/8Web BrowserWeb Browser

NTFS (NT File System)NTFS (NT File System)File System File System 

When Windows Update is set to perform updates automatically, recording may be interrupted during updates. Therefore, it is 
recommended that updates are performed manually during times that will not affect recordings.
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Recording Duration Calculation Example

VGA

30fps

H.264

Resolution

Frame rate

Compression

NoneAudio

20 Number of Cameras

NormalImage Quality

1.16 TB

332 GB

Hard Disk Capacity for recordings
2 days

7 days

Recording duration

Note: All the above required disk capacity values are the cases of continuous recordings for 24 hours.

Total required storage for the recording duration

Camera : WV-SP300 series

1.45 TB

415 GB

Hard Disk Capacity for recordings
2days

7days

Recording duration

VGA

5fps

JPEG

Resolution

Frame rate

Compression

YesAudio

10Number of Cameras

NormalImage Quality

Camera : WV-SP300 series

Total required storage for the recording duration
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PC specification example for the number of cameras

HP Compaq 6000 Pro SFPC model

YesNoAudio

Number 
of 
cameras  

16

13

9

4

-

-

QVGAVGAVGA SXVGA

1fps

SXVGA

3fps

VGA

5fps

-

SXVGA

3fps

JPEG

5fps

QVGA

10fps

H.264

Windows7

2 GB

3.00 GHz

Intel Core 2 Duo E8400

Resolution

Frame rate

Compression Format

OS

Memory

Clock

CPU

: Both recording and live monitoring works well as specified. No frame rate change happens.
: Both recording and live monitoring works. Frame rate control (frame rate reduction) happens for

live monitoring, but there is no influence for the recording at all.
- :  This case hasn’t been tested.

The data shows the result based on an example case that only BB-HNP17 is running on the PC as an application. I
is strongly recommended not to run other software while running this software for the best result. 

Intel Core 2 Duo E8400
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PC specification example for the number of cameras

HP Compaq 8000 Elite MTPC model

なしAudio

Number of cameras  

1

2

20 -

SXVGAVGA

30fps

H.264

Windows7

4 GB

3.00 GHz

Intel Core 2 quad Q9650

Resolution

Frame rate

Compression Format

OS

Memory

Clock

CPU

The data shows the result based on an example case that only BB-HNP17 is running on the PC as an application. It
is strongly recommended not to run other software while running this software for the best result. 

Intel Core 2 quad Q9650

: Both recording and live monitoring works well as specified. No frame rate change happens.
: Both recording and live monitoring works. Frame rate control (frame rate reduction, etc.) happens

for live monitoring, but there is no influence for the recording at all.
- :  This case hasn’t been tested.
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４ GB

32bit64bit

Windows7 Professional
OS

HP Pavilion Desktop HPE-580jpPC model

Core i7-2600CPU

3.４0 GHzClock

Memory

NoAudio

1

2
Number 
of 
cameras  

16

13

9

4

VGA SXVGASXVGA

30fps

H.264

Resolution

Frame rate

Format

: Both recording and live monitoring works well as specified. No frame rate change happens.
: Both recording and live monitoring works. Frame rate control (frame rate reduction, etc.) happens for
live monitoring, but there is no influence for the recording at all.

Intel Core i7-2600

PC specification example for the number of cameras
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For Stable System Operation with BB-HNP17

■ Design Policy of Reliability and Performance
Because the BB-HNP17 runs under Windows operating system on an off-the-shelf PC 
using Internet Explore, users need to understand the following restrictions in terms of 
reliability and performance.
• There might be cases that the recordings are stopped unexpectedly for short 
period (maximum 60 seconds) in continuous recording operation because BB-
HNP17 failure might occur and be restarted automatically during the operation.
• It is recommended to reboot Windows operating system periodically to assure 
more stable recording environment.
• The data of recommended PC and specifications in this material are examples. 
They don’t mean to guarantee the performance.

■ Suggestion for selection of compression of WV series cameras
• When WV series cameras and BB-HNP17 are installed in the same network (LAN),
any compression can be chosen. If highly compressed recordings keeping with good 
image quality is required, H.264 is the best choice though it requires the PC with 
high specification CPU for the processing.
• When WV series cameras are installed far away from BB-HNP17 over the Internet,
only JPEG format is the choice of recording. Please note terminal alarms can not be 
transmitted to BB-HNP17 in this case. This restriction is applied only to WV series 
cameras. There is no such restriction for BB/BL series cameras.
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AppendixAppendix
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Remarks for recording WV series cameras
There are some restrictions only for WV series camera’s recordings shown in the table.

Audio transmission from PC to a camera can’t be used. Audio transmission to 
a camera from PC

The camera's preset name may not be displayed in the preset list. 
In this case a preset number (1-64) is displayed.

PresetMulti-screen 
Display

The Pan Scan/Tilt Scan features cannot be used. Pan Scan / Tilt Scan

Audio recording is possible only with JPEG image recording.
Audio can’t be recorded when H.264 or MPEG-4 is selected for recording 
data format.

Audio recording

Audio 
Support

Image 
settings

General

Category

• WV-NP502 (version 1.02 or later)
• WV-NW502S (version 1.02 or later)
• WV series cameras released after May 2010.

Supported WV series 
cameras

When registering WV series network cameras, performing [Check the 
Camera Function] after registration, or accessing WV series network 
cameras, settings on the WV series network camera are changed. See 
the details in the “Operating instructions.”

Camera setting value 
changes by recorder 
setup

Only JPEG data format can be selected for the connection with BB-
HNP17 over the Internet. WV series network cameras connected to the 
BB-HNP17 on the same network (LAN) can display MPEG-4 and H.264 
images as well as JPEG images.

Data format for the 
camera connection 
over the Internet

NoteItem
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Remarks for recording WV series cameras
There are some restrictions only for WV series camera’s recordings shown in the table.

Terminal Alarm detection can be set on the WV series network cameras 
that are connected to BB-HNP17 only on the same network (LAN). In 
other words, the terminal alarm detection can’t be performed for WV 
series network cameras connected over the internet. Panasonic Alarm 
protocol transmission and destination IP address (PC’s address) is set at 
the  camera by BB-HNP17. Address 1 of the destination of notification is 
used for this. Even if it is already used for the other alarm transmission, 
it is overwritten by BB-HNP17.

Alarm detection 
settings

Event 
recording

VMD (Video Motion Detection)  by cameras can not be transferred to 
BB-HNP17 as an alarm. As explained, motion detection is done by BB-
HNP17 only for JPEG data format images.

VMD alarm by 
cameras

When converting recording images from the WV series network cameras 
to MPG/ASF/AVI files, if the aspect ratio of the image to be converted is 
16:9, a black outline may be added to the image. The maximum size of 
an image after conversion is 1280.

MPG/ASF/AVI File 
Conversion

IPv6 addresses cannot be used for WV series network cameras. Set WV 
series network cameras to an IPv4 address or a URL that you registered 
by IPv4 domain name service.

IP v6 addresses

Other 
settings

Category

Camera titles (names) of WV series network cameras are not displayed 
in the camera search list. The first 2 digits of the model number (WV-) 
are not displayed. (WV-NP502 is displayed as NP502.)

Camera search

NoteItem
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Frame Rate Control for Live Display

Single screen live display*
• When single screen live display is selected, the same frame rate is used for the live display 
as the recording not depending on the resolution or the compression.

Multi-screen live display (4 screens or more)*
• When multi-screen is selected for the live display, frame rates (fps) of the screens and the 
resolutions are controlled (reduced) to avoid too much load to the CPU and the influence on 
the recording or displaying the images.
•The total number of frames per second of all the screens is calculated, and if it is over the 
limit as shown below,  the frame rates are reduced not to over the limit. 
• When recording is done by H.264 or MPEG-4 and the above frame rate control happens, the 
live display’s compression is changed to JPEG QVGA (A message appears on the window) so 
that the live display is continued not to influence on the H.264 or MPEG-4 recording.

2 fps up to 4 screens has no frame rate control. 
30 fps Live display is possible for the single screen. 

Approximate 8.1 fpsSXVGA

8 fps up to 4 screens has no frame rate control.Approximate 32.5fpsVGA

10 fps up to 13 screens has no frame rate control.Approximate 130 fpsQVGA

Remarks for the Live displayLimit of the total fps 
for Live display

Recording 
Resolution

Live Display

* If the CPU isn’t fast enough for the live display described below, there are the cases that the frame rate is 
further decreased.  
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Frame Rate Control for Playback Display
Playback Display

Single screen playback display*
• When single screen is selected for the playback, the same frame rate as the recording is 
used not depending on the resolution or compression.

Multi-screen playback display (4 screens)*
• When multi-screen is selected for the playback, frame rates (fps) of the screens and the 
resolutions are controlled (reduced) to avoid too much load to the CPU and the influence on 
the recording or displaying the images.
• The total number of frames per second of all the screens is calculated, and if it is over the 
limit as shown below,  the frame rates are reduced not to over the limit (Frame rate control).
• When recording is done by H.264 or MPEG-4 and the above frame rate control happens, 
only I-frames are displayed. I-frame’s interval is 1 second (1fps), so the playback frame rate 
of each screen becomes 1 fps.

2 fps up to 4 screens has no frame rate control. 
30 fps playback is possible for the single screen. 

Approximate 8.1 fpsSXVGA

8 fps up to 4 screens has no frame rate control.Approximate 32.5fpsVGA

10 fps up to 13 screens has no frame rate control.Approximate 130 fpsQVGA

Remarks  Limit of the total fps 
for playback display

Recording 
Resolution

* If the CPU isn’t fast enough for the playback display described below, there are the cases that the frame rate is 
further decreased.  
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Find all camera within the same networkFind one cameraCamera searchRegistration

YesNoTool Tip

Yes NoSend image at event

Camera

Yes (Check and record connection log)NoChecking connection Admin.

Yes (5sec – 60min per each position)NoPreset sequence

M-JPEG： 2048x1536, 1920x1080, 1280x960, 1280x720, 800x600, 
640x480, 640x360, 320x240, 320x180, 192x144, 160x120

H.264： 1920x1080, 1280x960, 1280x720, 800x600, 640x480, 640x360, 
320x240, 320x180

MPEG-4： 1280x960, 640x480, 320x240, 192x144
*Supported resolution depends on each camera’s supported resolutions.

M-JPEG：1280x1024, 640x480, 320x240, 192x144, 160x120
MPEG-4： 640x480, 320x240, 192x144

(MPEG-4 of BB-HCM7xx series is not supported)
Compression

And
Resolution

Remote 
Access

Help

Recording

Monitoring

Variable (Define no. of days)

3 levels: Administrator/ User-1/ User-2

Multi user access (less than 10) 

Yes

HTML (link to screen operation)

Yes (Alarm message display at no recording image for 1 min.)

Control Output port, Execute defined command, Window popup

Timer, Trigger recording (Motion, Alarm, Sound, Shock detection)

Max 16:  M x N (M: 1-4, N: 1-4)

Yes

64 units

All BB/BL series camera and WV series H.264  cameras
(All compressions are supported for BB-HCM7xx series)

BB-HNP17

NoWeb server

64 unitsregistered camera

Control Output port, Execute defined commandActions for the event

PDFManual

Fixed (30days)Log storage period

NoCheck recordings

One user at a timeMulti client access

2 levels: Administrator/ UserUser level

All BB/BL series camera
(Only M-JPEG is supported for BB-HCM7xx series.)

Support camera

NoScheduled Color Night View

Max. 64:  M x M (M: 1-8)Multi camera screen

Timer, Event triggered recording (Motion, Alarm 
detection)Recording mode

BB-HNP15

Comparison BB-HNP17 and HNP15
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Find all camera within same networkFind one cameraCamera searchRegistration

Play, Rev-Play, FF, Rew, pausePlay, FFOperation

41Number of play back cameraPlay Back

MPG,JPG,WAV,AVI,ASFNoFile convertExport

YesYesTool tip

Yes (Next version up)NoSend image at event

Camera

Yes (Check and record conection log)NoChecking connection Admin.

Yes (5sec – 60min per each position)NoPreset sequence

M-JPEG： 2048x1536, 1920x1080, 1280x960, 1280x720, 800x600, 
640x480, 640x360, 320x240, 320x180, 192x144, 160x120

H.264： 1920x1080, 1280x960, 1280x720, 800x600, 640x480, 640x360, 
320x240, 320x180

MPEG-4： 1280x960, 640x480, 320x240, 192x144
*Supported resolution depends on each camera’s supported resolutions.

M-JPEG： 640x480, 320x240, 160x120

Compression
And

Resolution

Remote 
Access

Help

Recording

Monitoring

Variable (Define no. of days)

3 levels: Administrator/ User-1/ User-2

Multi user access (less than 10) tentative

Yes

HTML (link to screen operation)

Yes (Alarm message display at no recording image for 1 min.)

Control Output port, Execute defined command, Window popup

Timer, Trigger recording (Motion, Alarm, Sound, Shock detection)

Max 16:  M x N (M: 1-8, N: 1-8)

Yes

64 units

All BB/BL series camera and WV series H.264  cameras
(All compressions are supported for BB-HCM7xx series)

BB-HNP17

NoWeb server

16 unitsNo. of resisting camera

NoAt detecting event

PDFManual

Fixed (30days)Log storage period

NoCheck recording

NoMulti client access

NoUser level

All BB/BL series cameraSupport camera

NoScheduled color night View

No. (one camera + thumbnail)Multi camera screen

TimerRecording mode

Bundled free recording software

Comparison BB-HNP17 and bundled free software


